
Amitha’s Dimension Guide How-To:
Before I leave to “shop” for ANY design project these are the very steps I take:

1. Get a general idea of what you want to work on. Here are a few types of 
projects that you can work on:

a. Design an entire room
b. Fill in missing gaps
c. Look for artwork
d. Find accessories & the finishing touches
e. Look for lighting

2. Next, you have to make your design book. (This is a must do):
a. To start, measure each of the rooms that you’re working on and make a draw-

ing for that room. (Don’t focus on how much time it takes to measure and write it 
down... Focus on the gorgeous home that’s just a few steps away)

b. Next, draw in 3 layouts of furniture that could work in your home. Why 3? Be-
cause your best idea is usually not your first idea. 

c. A good rule of thumb – you want 3’ to walk around your furniture
d. For areas in-between a sofa and coffee table/side chairs the space can be 

smaller such as 18 to 24” circulation
e. If you can’t visualize it use blue tape on your floor to place it in and see what 

will fit and what will be too big

3.	 Once	you	decide	on	the	layout	that	you	like,	fill	in	the	dimension	guide	

worksheet.

4.	 Write	down	the	max	and	min	dimensions	that	will	fit	in	your	project.	

5. You should include the max width, the min width, the max depth, the 

min depth, the max height and the min height. 

6.	 If	I	am	just	filling	in	pockets	of	empty	spaces	(which	you	will	do	once	you	

have your guide) I just list it out the areas and what I need. 

7. It may seem a little cumbersome but once you get into the habit, you will 

LOVE your new design book.



Sample DimenSion GuiDe 

CliCk here to Dow nloaD your ow n 
template to that you Can fill in. 


